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Abstract The chemical kinetic effects of RF plasma on the pyrolysis and oxidation of
methane were studied experimentally and computationally in a laminar flow reactor at
100 Torr and 373 K with and without oxygen addition into He/CH4 mixtures. The formation of excited species as well as intermediate species and products in the RF plasma
reactor was measured with optical emission spectrometer and Gas Chromatography and the
data were used to validate the kinetic model. The kinetic analysis was performed to
understand the key reaction pathways. The experimental results showed that H2, C2 and C3
hydrocarbon formation was the major pathways for plasma assisted pyrolysis of methane.
In contrast, with oxygen addition, C2 and C3 formation dramatically decreased, and syngas
(H2 and CO) became the major products. The above results revealed oxygen addition
significantly modified the chemistry of plasma assisted fuel pyrolysis in a RF discharge.
Moreover, an increase of E/n was found to be more beneficial for the formation of higher
hydrocarbons while a small amount of oxygen was presented in a He/CH4 mixture. A
reaction path flux analysis showed that in a RF plasma, the formation of active species such
as CH3, CH2, CH, H, O and O (1D) via the electron impact dissociation reactions played a
critical role in the subsequent processes of radical chain propagating and products formation. The results showed that the electronically excitation, ionization, and dissociation
processes as well as the products formation were selective and strongly dependent on the
reduced electric field.
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Introduction
Directly converting CH4 into transportation fuels and petrochemicals is a potentially
important process to supply alternative fuels to the current petroleum derived fuels, and to
alleviate the environmental problem caused by greenhouse gas emissions (CO2, CH4, etc.)
[1–4]. However, since CH4 has a high C-H bond strength, negligible electron affinity, large
ionization energy, and low polarizability [5], its direct conversion to useful hydrocarbon
products remains an enormous challenge. Currently, industrial CH4 conversion relies on
two-step catalytic processes including steam reforming and F-T/methanol syntheses, which
are normally carried out under high reaction temperatures or high pressure conditions
[5–9]. A number of non-equilibrium plasma technologies have been recently developed to
assist low temperature CH4 reforming to take the advantage of higher electron energy with
low neutral gas temperature [10]. Thus, the chemical reactions for fuel reforming can
proceed at much lower temperatures than that in the conventional catalytic reforming
processes.
Recent experimental study of pyrolysis and oxidation of methane in non-equilibrium
plasmas has drawn great attention for the production of various chemicals: higher
hydrocarbons, syngas, aromatics, oxygenates-methanol, formaldehyde, as well as carbon
nanotubes, diamond powders and so on. Numerous efforts have been made to search for
optimal conditions for high selectivity of target chemicals and further to make clear the
kinetic processes of low temperature methane reforming in various non-equilibrium plasma
discharges including radio frequency discharge (RF) [11–15], gliding arc discharge
[16–18], microwave discharge [19–21], and nano-second pulsed discharge (NSD) [23–25].
The reported experimental results [11–25] showed diverse values depending upon the
conditions of the plasmas, and mainly aimed at interpreting the dependence of methane
conversion and chemicals selectivity on gas pressure, gas composition, electrode geometry
and material, electrical settings such as operating voltages and frequencies, unfortunately,
poorly referred to reaction mechanisms and kinetic process of chemicals formation in
different discharge plasmas. In these ways, the direct methane reforming by the RF
plasma-driven technology [11–15] which can generate homogeneous discharges and sufficient high electron energy at low-pressure, has potential with a single-stage, non-catalytic
methane conversion process.
In order to study plasma chemistry in gas phase process and to have more insight into
the chemical mechanism, kinetic modelling has been proven a useful technique. Jemmer
[26] built a physiochemically-motivated reaction–advection–diffusion model using the
symbolic algebra package mathematics to describe the chemistry of plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition of thin films. The results originally presented a schematic
pathway for direct methane decomposition in an audio-frequency plasma. Ropcke et al.
[27] developed a chemical model with 57 reactions to generally predict the species concentrations and major reaction scheme in a H2–O2–CH4 microwave plasma. The later
modelling works by Nair, Tomohiro Nozaki [28, 29], Yiguang Ju and Wenting Sun [3, 23],
Young-Hoon Song [30] and others [31–37], presented more detailed reaction schemes for
direct methane or methane oxidative conversion in non-thermal as well as thermal plasmas,
and obtained good agreement with the experimental values for conversion and some key
species concentration. Despite these initial simulation understanding of reactive organic
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plasma dynamics, the kinetic roles of plasma generated species on product formation in the
gas phase and the detailed reaction pathway flux are, however, still lack of interpreting. It
is therefore necessary to study reaction kinetics under well-defined conditions and to obtain
detailed species information to develop and validate kinetic models for plasma assisted
methane reforming. Building an accurate model for a specific plasma reactor with a
complex He/CH4/O2 chemistry is a big task. In this calculation, we focused on the
chemical kinetics of He/CH4 and He/CH4/O2 in non-equilibrium discharges with special
attention to the kinetic effect of vibrational excitation on electron-impact ionization and
dissociation.
Accordingly, the goals of the present research are to investigate the kinetic contributions
of O2 additive and plasma generated species on the methane pyrolysis pathways as well as
key reactions influencing desired product formation by combining experiments and kinetic
modeling. To characterize the performance of RF discharge in He/CH4 64/36 and He/CH4/
O2 55/36/9 mixtures, the concentrations of intermediate species, reactants and products are
measured with the optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and the on-line Gas Chromatography (GC-TCD), respectively. The experimental data are used to validate the kinetic
models. Path flux analysis for species production and consumption is conducted. The effect
of reduced electric field and the oxygen addition on the reaction kinetics and production
formation is investigated. Key reaction pathways for RF plasma activated methane
reforming are identified.

Experimental and Simulation Methods
CH4 Reforming in a RF Plasma
Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) has been widely studied in methane reforming because
of its low tendency to form arcs and sparks [23]. In this study, a wire-to-tube double
dielectric discharge was adopted to produce a uniform plasma discharge. The plasma was
generated by a CESAR radio frequency power supply with a matching network, which
supplies 13.56 MHz continuous sinusoidal waves. Automatic matching function was used
for RF power supply tuning. Zero reflecting of RF power energy and 100% matching were
displayed in each experiment. During the plasma discharge, the pressure and temperature
of the reactor were controlled at 100 Torr and 373 K respectively. Experiments were
conducted in a nearly isothermal flow reactor to minimize the temperature changes from
the reaction zone in the DBD reactor. A Type-K thermocouple probe (± 1 K) of 1-mmdiameter was located at the end of the reaction zone after plasma discharge to measure the
mixture temperature. CH4 and O2 were the principle reactants for the experiments. A
methane fuel-containing mixture was highly diluted in a helium gas, in order to achieve
lower breakdown voltages and further to ensure the accuracy of GC sampling. As shown in
Fig. 1a, the inner and outer diameters of the cylindrical plasma reactor were 6.35 and
12.7 mm, respectively. A high-voltage copper electrode was placed in the center of the
inner quartz tube. The outer concentric copper electrode was attached to the outside wall of
the quartz tube and was connected to the ground. The gas flow rate (methane, oxygen and
helium) was controlled by mass flow controllers (Brooks Instrument) and the gases were
premixed at room temperature before entering the reactor. The mean flow velocity of the
gas mixture across the cylindrical plasma reactor remained unchanged in each experiment.
The current during the RF discharge was measured by a Pearson Coil Current probe
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Fig. 1 a Schematic diagram of experimental setup; b voltage and current curves for He/CH4 plasma

(Model 6585). The voltage applied to the high-voltage electrode was measured by a Lecroy
high voltage probe (PPE20 KV). All the voltage signals were obtained with a Tektronix
DPO 7104C oscilloscope. The reduced electric field (E/n) in the continuous RF discharge
at experimental conditions was calculated by the voltages applied to the high-voltage
electrode, providing boundary conditions for simulation prediction. Typical voltage and
current waveforms measured by a LeCroy high voltage probe (PPE20KV) and a Pearson
Coil Current probe (Model 6585), are shown in Fig. 1b. In order to provide the species
information for modeling validation, GC-TCD (Inficon3000) and optical emission spectrometer (OES, Ocean Instrument) were used to quantify species concentration generated
in the RF plasma. Product composition was reported in terms of the moles of product
formed per mole of CH4 converted. Product selectivity equals to moles of product formed
divided by moles of C detected at the reactor output.
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Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) method was used for the diagnostics of species in
He/CH4 and He/CH4/O2 plasmas. The main advantage of this method is non-intrusive. The
low pressure reactor has an optical quartz window for spectroscopic diagnostics, as shown
in Fig. 1a. The resolution of the spectrometer is 0.1 nm. To improve the signal-to-noise
ratio, the signal is integrated over a time period of 1 s. Spectra of the plasma discharge
were measured by emission spectroscopy in the wavelength range of 179–874 nm.
The optical emission spectrum of the discharge is shown in Fig. 2. The strong light
emissions from O, OH, CH, C?, HCO, CH2O, CO and He indicate the processes of
electron excitation and active radical formation in the discharge [23, 38]. The most significant radical lines detected in our experimental conditions are the 615.8/502 nm O
atomic oxygen lines, the 388 nm CH radical and the 722.3 nm C? carbon line. These lines
correspond to the electron dissociative excitation or direct impact excitation of CH4 and
O2, which are formed by the following pathways respectively, e ? O2 ? O ? O(1D),
e ? CH4 ? e ? CH ? H2 ? H, and CH4 ? e ? 2e ? C? ? 2H2. It is also observed
that the intensity of CH line increases (from 1785 to 3778 counts) and the intensity of C?
line decreases (from 5659 to 4059 counts) with a small amount of O2 addition. Thus, the
atom oxygen produced in He/CH4/O2 mixture shows higher oxidative reactivity and further
decreases the energy barrier associated with CH4 dissociation reactions such as
O(1D) ? CH4 = CH3 ? OH, and O(1D) ? CH4 = CH2OH ? H [3]. It is interesting to
note that a considerable amount of CH2O is formed in the plasma discharge in the He/CH4/
O2 mixture. This suggests that CH2O formation via the reactions of CH3 ? O = CH2O ? O and O(1D) ? CH4 = CH2O ? H2 may also play a role in methane oxidation in a
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Fig. 2 Emission spectrum (179–874 nm) to illustrate the formation of intermediate species in He/CH4 and
He/CH4/O2 plasmas
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plasma [3]. It is also noted from the intensity of C? line decreasing that collisional
dissociation of methane by electrons has great effects on carbon deposition. Furthermore,
helium spectrum intensity in Fig. 2 presents the strongest among all the emissions.
However, only small percentage of the excited helium contributes to the energy transfer in
a discharge due to its high first excitation energy (19.8 eV). Detailed kinetic process will
be discussed in the next sections.

Numerical Modeling
Bolsig ? and Chemkin PRO were combined in this study to explain the plasma chemistry
in He/CH4 and He/CH4/O2 mixture discharges. The rate coefficients of the electron impact
elementary reactions were calculated by solving the steady state, two-term expansion
Boltzmann equation. The cross sections of electron elastic impact, electron excitation and
dissociation used in this study were taken from the online LXCAT (Plasma Data Exchange
Project) database and literatures [39–41] and then were integrated over the electron energy
distribution function (EEDF) to get the rate coefficients of electron involving reactions.
During the calculation process, all the electrons with global mean electron energy were
used to substitute for the partial energetic electrons. HP mechanism [42] with some update
of elementary reaction rates was integrated to decide rate coefficients of radical/ion
reactions at low temperature.
Temporal evolution of the electrons, free radicals, charged and excited species, and the
final products was calculated by a set of conversion equations including charge balance
equation, species conservation equation, energy conservation equation and state equation.
Species included in this kinetic model are shown in Table 1. Transport processes were not
Table 1 Free radicals, charged and excited species, and final products included in numerical modeling
Reactants

Radicals

Charged species

Excited
species

Molecular species

He/CH4

CH3, CH2, CH2(S), CH, C, H,
C2H, H2CC, C2H3, C2H5,
C3H3, aC3H5, tC3H5, sC3H5,
iC3H7, nC3H7, C4H2, iC4H3,
nC4H3, iC4H5, nC4H5,
C4H7, iC4H7, iC4H9, tC4H9,
sC4H9, pC4H9

e,He?,CH5?
CH4?,CH3?
CH2?,H2?

He(23S)
CH4m1,
CH4m2

He,CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6,
aC3H4, pC3H4, c-C3H4,
C3H6, c-C3H6, C3H8, C4H4,
C4H6-12, C4H6-13, C4H6-2,
H2, C4H8-1, C4H8-2, iC4H8,
C4H10, iC4H10

He/CH4/
O2

O, O3, H, OH, HO2, H2O2,
CH3, CH2, CH2(S), CH, C,
HCO, CH2OH, HCHO,
HOCO, CH3O2, CH3O,
HOCH2O, HCOH, C2H,
H2CC, C2H3, C2H5,
CH3CO,
CH2CHO,HCCO,C2O,
C2H5O,CH2CH2OH,
CH3CHOH, C2H5O2,
CH3OCO, C2H4O2H,
C2H3O1-2, CH2OCHO,
C3H3, aC3H5, tC3H5, sC3H5,
iC3H7, nC3H7,

e, O?, O2?, He?,
H?, CH5?,
CH4?, CH?,
3
CH2?, H2?, O-2,
O

He(23S),
O(1D),
O(1S)
O2m1,
O2m2,
O2m3,
O2m4,
CH4m1,
CH4m2

He, CH4, O2, CO, H2, CO2,
H2O, CH2O, CH3OH, C2H2,
C2H4, C2H6, aC3H4, pC3H4,
c-C3H4, C3H6, C3H8
HOCHO, CH3O2H,
CH3CHO,CH2CO,
HCCOH,C2H5OH,
CH3OCHO, C2H4O1-2,
CH2CHOH, C2H5O2H,
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taken into account during the modeling. It is noted that the charge separation and sheath
formation near the electrodes was not considered either. Therefore, the Poisson equation
for the electric field was not solved during the kinetic modeling. The initial value of the
electron number density was treated as an adjustable parameter to fit the methane conversion measurements, due to the sensitivity of CH4 dissociation excitation to the electron
number density and electron energy distribution. The measured E/n values were determined by the measured average applied voltage, the discharge channel distance, the quartz
layer thickness, and the dielectric constant [23].
The kinetic model has 56 species, 385 elementary reactions and 83 species, 890 elementary reactions, respectively, for He/CH4 and He/CH4/O2 reforming in RF plasmas. The
aim of this calculation is mainly to identify the reactions which can influence the final
product selectivity and hence analyze the detailed reaction pathways of methane pyrolysis
and oxidation by low-pressure RF discharge at low temperature. Formation of C3 oxygenates were not considered in the present case as was observed in the experiments.
Key reactions related to the discharge chemistry are listed in Table 2.

Results and Discussion
Species Selectivity and Reactants Conversion for Methane Reforming
The main purpose of this experimental study was to understand the kinetic role of oxygen
addition in affecting the kinetic process of methane reforming activated by RF plasma, and
to obtain experimental data to validate the assembled kinetic model. Therefore, in this set
of tests, the flow rate of methane in both He/CH4 and He/CH4/O2 discharge mixtures was
fixed at 36 ml/min to consider the kinetic effect of O2 in CH4 reforming. It is seen that
electronically excited dissociation, ionization and radical recombination in the methane
mixture discharge led to the production of C2 and C3. Here, C2 denotes for hydrocarbons
including C2H6, C2H4 and C2H2, C3 for C3H8, C3H6 and C3H4. With 9% oxygen addition, a
large amount of syngas (CO and H2) as well as oxygenated species (CH2O and CH3OH)
were produced. These species are all beneficial by-products for synthetic fuels and
industrial chemicals. At the same time, H2O and CO2 were also formed by slow oxidation
process. Furthermore, tar-like products or sometimes solid carbon deposits were observed
near the electrode.
GC-TCD was used to measure the final products after the RF discharge. At all experimental conditions, more than 90% carbon was recovered by the GC measurements by
avoiding arc-discharge and eliminating carbon deposit in the DBD channel. Figure 3
shows the selectivity of C2, C3 and syngas with respect to RF power. It can be seen that in
the range of 50–140 W RF power (E/n values of 80–102.7 Td), all the products change
linearly with the RF power. As shown in Fig. 3, H2 production was very prominent in both
non-oxidative and oxidative processes. Moreover, C2 selectivity was greater than C3 at
least a factor of two, indicating that H2 and C2 hydrocarbon formation was the major
pathway for methane pyrolysis in plasma. However, with 9% oxygen addition, both C2 and
C3 formation dramatically decreased, and syngas becomes the major products. This
observation suggests the different electron energy transfer mechanisms in non-oxidation
and oxidation methane reforming mixtures with respect to RF power. It can be found from
the changing trends of species selectivity in Fig. 3 that the discharge power localized
within excitation and ionization channels in CH4 molecules is effectively competed by
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Table 2 List of key reactions related to He/CH4/O2 discharge
Number

Reaction

Rate coefficient, ATnexp(-E/RT)
3

A (mol cm s)

n (T in K)

References

E (cal/mol)

Electron collision reactions mechanism
1

e ? CH4 ? e ? CH3 ? H

r

2

e ? CH4 ? e ? CH2 ? H2

r

[40]

3

e ? CH4 ? e ? CH2 ? H?H

r

[40]

4

e ? CH4 ? e ? CH ? H2 ? H

r

[40]

5

e ? O2 ? e ? O2*

r

[41]

6

e ? O2 ? e ? O ? O(1D)

r

[41]

7

e ? O2 ? O2? ? 2e

r

[41]

8

e ? He ? e ? He*

r

[41]

[40]

C2, C3 formation
9

He* ? CH4 ? He ? CH ? H2 ? H

3.3723E ? 11

0

0

10

C2H3 ? H = C2H2 ? H2

9.00E ? 13

0

0

[42]

11

CH2 ? CH2 = C2H2 ? H?H

7.094E ? 13

0.002

8.9

[42]

12

CH2 ? CH3 = C2H4 ? H

1.20E ? 15

-0.343

153.1

[42]

13

C2H5 ? OH = C2H4 ? H2O

2.409E ? 13

0

0

[42]

14

CH ? C2H6 = C2H4 ? CH3

6.185E ? 13

0

-262.3

[42]

15

CH3 ? CH3(?M) = C2H6(?M)

3.61E ? 13

0

0

[42]

[42]

LOW 1.990E ? 50 -7.080 6685.0
TROE 0.8422 125.0 2219.0 6882.0
H2 = 2.0 H2O = 6.0 CH4 = 2.0 CO = 1.5 CO2 = 2.0 C2H6 = 3.0 CH3OH = 3.0
16

C2H5 ? CH3O = C2H6 ? CH2O

1.00E ? 13

0

0

[42]

17

C2H5 ? H(?M) = C2H6(?M)

5.210E ? 17

-0.99

1580

[42]

LOW 1.990E ? 41 -7.080 6685.0
TROE 0.8422 125.0 2219.0 6882.0
H2 = 2.0 H2O = 6.0 CH4 = 2.0 CO = 1.5 CO2 = 2.0 C2H6 = 3.0 CH3OH = 3.0
18

H ? sC3H5 = aC3H4 ? H2

3.00E ? 13

0

0

[42]

19

H ? sC3H5 = pC3H4 ? H2

3.00E ? 13

0

0

[42]

20

CH ? C2H4 = aC3H4 ? H

9.23E ? 13

0

-344.0

[43]

21

CH ? C2H4 = pC3H4 ? H2

3.96E ? 13

0

-344.0

[43]

22

aC3H5 ? H(?M) = C3H6(?M)

2.00E ? 14

0

0

[42]

LOW 1.33E ? 60 -12.0 5967.8
TROE 0.02 1097.0 10967.0 6860.0
H2 = 2.0 CH4 = 2.0 C2H6 = 3.0 He = 0.7
23

C2H6 ? CH = C3H6 ? H

1.8066E ? 13

0

0

[44]

24

CH2 ? C2H4 = C3H6

3.952E ? 10

0

-4788

[45]

25

H ? iC3H7 = C3H6 ? H2

3.61E ? 13

0

0

[42]

26

H ? i-C3H7 (?M) = C3H8 (?M)

2.40E ? 13

0

0

[46]

0

[47]

LOW 1.70E ? 58 -12.08 11263.7
TROE 0.649 1213.1 1213.1 13369.7
H2 = 2.0 H2O = 6.0 CH4 = 2.0 CO = 1.5 CO2 = 2.0 C2H6 = 3.0
27

CH2 ? C2H6 = C3H8
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Table 2 continued
Number

Rate coefficient, ATnexp(-E/RT)

Reaction

3

A (mol cm s)

n (T in K)

References

E (cal/mol)

Syngas formation (H2 and CO)
28

O(1D) ? CH4 ? CH2O ? H2

4.52E ? 12

0

0

[42]

29

HCO ? O2 = CO ? HO2

1.204E ? 10

0.807

-727.0

[42]

30

HCO ? H = CO ? H2

1.100E ? 14

0

0

[42]

31

CH3 ? O ? CO ? H2 ? H

1.686E ? 13

0

0

[42]

32

CH2 ? O = CO ? H2

8.190E ? 13

0

536.5

[42]

33

CH2 ? H = CH ? H2

1.205E ? 14

0

0

[42]

CH2O, CH3OH formation
34

O ? CH3 = H?CH2O

6.745E ? 13

0

0

[42]

35

CH2OH ? O2 = CH2O ? HO2

8.130E ? 09

0.89

-866.1

[42]

36

CH3O2 ? OH = CH3OH ? O2

6.022E ? 13

0

0

[42]

37

CH2OH ? O=CH2O ? OH

6.564E ? 13

0

-693.2

[42]

38

CH2O ? OH = HCO ? H2O

7.82E ? 07

1.63

-1055

[42]

0

0

[42]

Carbon deposition
39

H ? CH = C ? H2

1.20E ? 14

40

CH4 ? e?e ? C ? 2H2

r

41

C ? O2 = CO ? O

6.624E ? 13

0

635.9

[42]

42

C ? OH = CO ? H

5.00E ? 13

0

0

[42]

100

H2, methane pyrolysis
H2,partial oxidation
C2,methane pyrolysis
C2,partial oxidation
C3,methane pyrolysis
C3,partial oxidation
CO,partial oxidation

80

Selectivity (%)
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40
H2, oxidation
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C2,oxidation

20
C3, oxidation
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100
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Fig. 3 Experimental results of C2, C3 and syngas selectivity as a function of RF power in He/CH4 64/36
(non-oxidation) and He/CH4/O2 55/36/9 (oxidation) mixtures. Solid and dotted lines are used for
experimental data fitting in oxidation as well as non-oxidation reforming mixtures respectively, to clearly
show the product change tendency, with the RF power increasing
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different freedom degrees of O2 molecules when O2 is added, leading to the dramatic
decrease of higher hydrocarbon formation in the He/CH4/O2 mixture.
The individual species selectivity measurements of C2 and C3 hydrocarbons with
respect to RF power are plotted in Fig. 4a, b. It can be seen that C2H6 and C3H8 selectivities generally decrease with the increase of RF power at the non-oxidation experimental
conditions. However, as seen in the right part of Fig. 4a, b, their selectivities increase
oppositely with respect to RF power increasing in the methane oxidation process.
Numerical analysis of the reaction pathways later in Fig. 11 reveals that this increase is due
to the accelerated formation of CH3 and CH2 radicals (major sources of C2H6 and C3H8
yielding) at relatively higher E/n values.
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Fig. 4 Product selectivity as a function of RF power in 64/36 He/CH4 (non-oxidation) and 55/36/9 He/CH4/
O2 (oxidation) mixtures; a C2 hydrocarbon species, b C3 hydrocarbon species. Solid and dotted lines are
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clearly show the product change tendency, with the RF power increasing
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Figure 5 presents the measured and predicted conversion rates of CH4 and O2 as a
function of RF power. It was experimentally observed that low-pressure RF plasma can
decompose methane sufficiently and rapidly. The overall decomposition rate of methane as
well as oxygen increased proportionally to the supplied RF power. It is further seen that in
the range of 50–140 W RF power input (E/n values of 80–102.7 Td), the fuel and oxygen
conversion rates are predicted to be within 5 and 20% discrepancies from the experimental
results respectively, which is within the experimental uncertainty. As discussed above, due
to the sensitivity of CH4 dissociation excitation to the electron number density and electron
energy distribution, the initial value of the electron number density was treated as an
adjustable parameter to fit the methane conversion measurements. The resulting CH4
conversion is thus in good agreement with the experimental values. The relative agreement
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Fig. 6 Comparisons between experimental and modeling results in an oxidation reforming mixture as a
function of RF power; a selectivity for H2, C2H6, C2H4, C3H8, C3H6 species, b concentrations of oxygenated
products including CO, CO2, H2O, CH2O and CH3OH
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of O2 conversion in the comparison between the modeling and experimental results
indicates that the related electron collision reaction rates are well modeled in this study.
Figure 6a shows the comparison of the model prediction and the GC measured selectivity for H2, C2H6, C2H4, C3H8 and C3H6 with respect to RF power. The kinetic model can
well predict C2H4 and C3H6 formation for all experimental cases. However, this model
considerably over-predicts H2 (up to 4.5–58.5%) except for the case of 70 W RF power
output. From the reaction paths flux predicted by this kinetic model for the oxidation
methane reforming (as shown in later Fig. 11b), the over-prediction of H2 formation is
probably due to the overall underestimation of higher hydrocarbons. Moreover, the C2H6
and C3H8 predicted and measured results display the opposite trends in different cases. The
failure of the model to predict C2H6 measurements at 70 and 80 W RF power in Fig. 6a is
largely due to the over-consumption of CH3 radical by the oxidation pathways CH3 ? O2
(?M) = CH3O2 (?M) and CH3 ? O = CH2O ? H. Additionally, C3H8 selectivity is
under-predicted by a factor of 0.6–4.3 at relatively lower energy input while it is overpredicted at higher RF power. C3H8 is primarily formed from H and C3H7 recombination.
H atom was mainly from the methane collisional dissociation by electrons and C3H7
radical from the recombination reactions of C2H6 with CH. All the above reaction pathways suggest that the over-prediction of C3H8 is mainly caused by the failure prediction of
C2H6 formation.
Figure 6b presents the measured and predicted species concentrations as a function of
RF power. The H2O predicted concentrations are compared with the experimental measurements. The model captures the relative concentrations of H2O and the correct trend,
but over-predicts the absolute concentrations. The experimental results of methane
reforming with a small amount of oxygen addition are very different from that in the nonoxidation process, as shown in Fig. 3. C2 and C3 selectivity decreased sharply, and CO and
H2O had the highest concentrations with oxygen addition. Considerable amount of CO2,
CH2O and CH3OH were also detected. All these results suggest the prominent oxidation
effect of low-ratio O2 addition on methane reforming in a discharge. Path flux analysis later
in Figs. 11 and 12 further demonstrates that oxygen atom formation in plasma initiated
many chain reactions, which gave rise to OH, CH2O and HCO radicals. H2O, CH2O and
CH3OH were formed during these chain reactions. CO2 was mainly produced from CO
oxidation.

CH4 and O2 Activation by Electron Impact
Kinetic modeling was conducted to understand the electron impact excitation, dissociation
and ionization, radial production and product formation in a continuous RF discharge. The
rotational degree of freedom was neglected in this calculation because its excitation was
important only at low (\1 Td) E/n values. Vibrational molecules (2 levels for CH4 and 4
levels for O2, as shown in Table 2) were included in this model, considering the effect of
vibrational states on rate constants for electron impact dissociation and ionization
reactions.
The solved EEDF allows calculation of the energy branches for various elementary
reactions. Energy branches at varied reduced electric field E/n in He/CH4 and He/CH4/O2
discharges are presented in Fig. 7. Most of the discharge power is located within vibrational excitation of methane molecules at relatively lower E/n. As can be seen in Fig. 7a
and b, the contribution of dissociation and ionization can effectively compete with
vibrational excitation at higher E/n values. The electron energy distribution between different excitation channels strongly depends on E/n values as well as gas composition.
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Fig. 7 Fractional power dissipated by electrons into the different molecular degrees of freedom as a
function of E/n; a He/CH4/O2 mixture discharge, b He/CH4 mixture discharge

Comparing Fig. 7a and b, addition of O2 changes the energy distribution dramatically. The
efficiency of the dissociative and electronic excitation of oxygen molecular become significant, leading to an abrupt increase of oxygen atoms (O and O (1D)) in their concentrations. It is therefore found that the higher hydrocarbon formation including C2 and C3
species decreased sharply when O2 is added, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Figure 7 shows that at relatively lower E/n, a major fraction of electron energy can
selectively go into the vibrational excitation of methane molecules. In order to demonstrate
the kinetic effects of the vibrational excitation on the plasma chemistry, rate constants for
typical electron impact dissociation and ionization reactions were calculated by solving the
Boltzmann equation, with and without consideration of vibrational molecules. It can be
seen in Fig. 8 that in the experimental region in this study (80–102.7 Td), the rate constants
for main electron impact dissociation and ionization reactions were within 15% variations
in cases of consideration of vibrational excitation or not, demonstrating minor effects of
vibrational excitation on electron impact dissociation and ionization process in a plasma.
Accordingly, the kinetic effects of rotational as well as vibrational excitation on the
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process of plasma assisted methane conversion were neglected in this calculation, in order
to make the reaction pathway more efficient. In addition, gas heating term from V–V
(vibrational–vibrational) and V–T (vibrational–translational) energy relaxations was
removed from the calculation due to the isothermal reaction process in the plasma
chemistry system.
All the active species simultaneously generated in the plasma discharge, including
active radicals, excited species, electrons and other intermediate species are rapidly
increasing with discharge time. The maximum electron density reaches 1014 cm-3 order of
magnitude at the end of discharge. CH, CH2, CH3 and H are quickly decreasing after
discharge termination to produce higher hydrocarbon, syngas and oxygenates, as shown in
Fig. 9. At the discharge termination, the stable products including C2 and C3 hydrocarbon
species as well as syngas reached 100–1000 times than the active species. As discussed
above, the presence of low-ratio O2 additive dramatically changes the energy distribution
mechanism. Specifically, the dissociation excitation of oxygen, O2 ? e ? O ?
O(1D) ? e, becomes the most efficient energy branch and leads to the highest production
of the atom oxygen O in its concentration during the discharge, which has been validated in
Fig. 9d. Simultaneously, a great number of O (1D) are generated at this stage and play an
important role in CH4 oxidation. The major reactions of methane oxidation activated by
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1
O( D) ? CH4 ? CH2O ? H2, etc. The above analysis provides a good explanation for
active species production and quenching in the methane reforming discharge, which are
dominantly governed by radical chain propagating and termination reactions.
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Fig. 9 Time evolution of radicals and products at E/n = 90 Td in He/CH4/O2 plasma
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Fig. 10 Mechanism analysis of carbon deposit as a function of time; a balance between the carbon
production and consumption, b dependence of rate coefficient on E/n

Time evolution of carbon deposition during the process of methane pyrolysis and
oxidation was predicted at the E/n values ranging from 50 to 150 Td. As presented in
Fig. 10a, the primary mechanism of carbon formation is mainly the electronically dissociation of methane molecular, including the reactions, e ? CH4 ? e ? C ? 2H2,
e ? CH2 ? e ? C ? H2, e ? CH2 ? e ? C ? 2H. A noted exception to this formation
mechanism is the radical recombination reaction from H and CH to C, i.e.,
H ? CH = H2 ? C. This reaction plays a role in carbon production primarily due to its
fast reaction rate, as shown in Fig. 10b. In contrast, the primary mechanism of carbon
consumption is mainly from the recombination reaction, CH3 ? C = C2H2 ? H.
According to the prediction results in Fig. 10a, carbon formation via the fuel dissociation is
predominant at the initial stage of discharge, however, would be quickly balanced by
carbon consumption at the discharge termination. This indicates shortening discharge time
or running the experiments at lower E/n values will be largely beneficial for carbon
reduction. Figure 10b shows the depressed effect of O2 addition on carbon formation. In
the RF region, E/n \ 100 Td, the discharge power localized within excitation and ionization channels in CH4 molecules is effectively competed by different freedom degrees of
O2 molecules. It makes the carbon production in a He/CH4/O2 discharge mixture inefficient. It is worth mentioning that as a carrier gas, helium ration in a reforming mixture has
a great effect on carbon formation. With the helium ratio reduced, the average electron
energy in a discharge declines due to the penning discharge effect, leading to the decrease
of the rate coefficients of the methane dissociation reactions by electron impact.
As discussed above, the major trends of reactants (CH4 and O2) consumption and
primary species products are well captured by the present kinetic model, indicating that the
electron collision rates and dominant pathways are well modeled. However, the modeling
results also showed some significant disagreements of minor species including C2H2 and
C3H4, which indicates the related reaction pathways need to be detailed analyzed. Overall,
the mechanism proposed in this study is valid for predicting/explaining the electron impact
excitation and dissociation, radial production and product formation in a continuous RF
discharge.
Path flux analysis for both non-oxidation and oxidation methane reforming reactions
were performed at the reduced electric field 90 Td, as shown in Fig. 11a, b. The total flux
of an element was calculated by summing up the element fluxes obtained from each
reaction step, using the calculation method of Revel et al [48]. It is seen in Fig. 11a, b that
CH4 pyrolysis and oxidation in a RF plasma volume begins with the formation of the active
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Fig. 11 Reaction paths flux analysis for a non-oxidation and, b oxidation CH4 reforming at E/n = 90 Td

species due to the energetic electron impact, of which the most important are free radicals,
including CH3, CH2, CH, H, O, and O (1D) etc. Once 9% of O2 is present, fuel oxidation
process becomes dominant due to the significant generation of O and O (1D) in a RF
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discharge. Unfortunately, quantitative measurement of these radicals is still challenging
due to their short lifetime as well as very low concentration in the discharge mixture.
Methane consumption is the primary process for methane pyrolysis and oxidation.
There are three different major pathways for methane consumption. The first pathway is
direct dissociation of methane to CH3, CH2, CH, C, H and H2 by electron impact in a RF
plasma, which is primarily led by the following reactions, e ? CH4 ? e ? CH3 ? H,
e ? CH4 ? 2e ? CH3? ? H, e ? CH4 ? e ? CH2 ? H2. The second pathway is the
recombination reaction between methane molecules and dissociative radicals, for example,
CH4 ? CH4? = CH5? ? CH3 and CH2 ? CH4 = C2H6. The last pathway is fuel oxidation by plasma generated oxygen atoms (O, O(1D), and OH) to form CH2O, CH2OH and
CH3 radicals, when O2 is added. In contrast, methane formation by CH3 recombination
with H, H ? CH3(?M) = CH4(?M), also needs to be noted. This process builds blocks
for CH4 conversion and higher hydrocarbon formation, indicating that these recombination
reactions must be detailed included in the model to accurately predict species concentrations [21].
It can be seen from Fig. 11a, b that the process occurring via either of the two following
basic chemical mechanisms is necessarily important. One is the propagating of radical
chain, which will terminate by radical stabilization (losing active). The other is the
recombination of radical-radical or radical-molecule, leading to the formation of new
larger molecules, for example, C2 and C3 hydrocarbons [49]. C2 and C3 hydrocarbons are
the most important target products for methane reforming. As described above, C2
selectivity is higher than C3 by at least a factor of two. This is because the free radicals
formed in the electron impact dissociation process are much more capable of reacting with
each other than stable C2 molecules to form C3 species.
We especially focus on the C2H4 formation due to its important industrial interest. From
the pathway flux analysis in Fig. 11a, b, the dominant formation path of C2H4 is primarily
via CH recombination with CH4, CH2 with CH3, i.e., CH ? CH4 = H ? C2H4,
CH2 ? CH3 = C2H4 ? H. Simultaneously, for the view of sensitivity analysis, the electron impact reaction of e ? CH4 ? e ? CH ? H2 ? H instead makes great contribution
for C2H4 formation. Accordingly, CH concentration is crucial for determining the concentration of C2H4. If we especially focus on C2H4 production not only for non-oxidation
but also for oxidation CH4 reforming, plasma-catalyst processing [50] is necessarily
needed to dissociate CH3 radical to CH and CH2.
The path flux analysis of RF plasma assisted CH4 pyrolysis and oxidation in Fig. 11b
also indicates that syngas formation is a very important process. As can be seen in the
lower left of Fig. 11a, the dominant formation of H2 (about 44.75%) without oxygen
additive is mainly via electron impact reactions. Among other formation pathways,
approximate 36.59% of H2 is formed from H abstraction with CH and CH2. However, as
shown in Fig. 12a, once atom oxygen is generated in a discharge, it would be rapidly
consumed by methane and its radicals to generate H2, about 1.9% of H2 from the reaction
of CH4 and O(1D), 6.4% from CH3 and O. As such, in order to predict H2 formation
accurately, O2 consumption and atom oxygen formation need to be accurately captured in
this kinetic model. It can be seen in Fig. 12b that approximate 71.6% of CO is mainly from
HCO decomposition reactions, i.e., HCO ? M = CO ? H ? M, M = OH, H, O2.
Moreover, as another important species of syngas, molecule hydrogen has the largest
production. H2O and CO2 are also major products for CH4 pyrolysis and oxidation. As
described in literatures, O begins chain reactions giving rise to OH and H radicals [51].
H2O is formed during these chain reactions. The recombination of CH2O with OH,
CH2O ? OH = H2O ? CHO, is the most important reaction in H2O formation chain.
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Fig. 12 Reaction paths flux analysis for O2, CO, H2, H2O and CO2 in a He/CH4/O2 discharge plasma at
E/n = 90 Td

Approximate 46.8% of H2O comes from this reaction. Additional rapid reaction mechanisms for H2O formation are OH, HO2, CH3 and CH4 reacted with OH, as shown in
Fig. 12c. It can be further showed in Fig. 12d that CO2 is formed at the end of these chain
reactions via slow oxidation process, mainly coming from CO.

Conclusion
The present study was conducted to investigate experimentally and computationally the
kinetic effect of RF plasma generated species on methane pyrolysis and oxidation in He/
CH4 and He/CH4/O2 mixtures. The experimental results showed that oxygen addition
significantly affected the reaction chemistry, plasma energy transfer, and the products of
plasma affected methane reforming. In methane pyrolysis, H2, C2 and C3 are the major
products. However, with oxygen addition, a large amount of syngas (CO and H2) as well as
oxygenated species (CH2O and CH3OH) were produced. Moreover, both C2 and C3 formation dramatically decreased. It was also shown that higher E/n values were more
beneficial for higher hydrocarbon formation when oxygen presented in a He/CH4 mixture.
These results were in reasonable agreement with the modeling results.
A kinetic mechanism for plasma assisted methane pyrolysis and oxidation was
assembled and assessed by comparisons with experimental results. The modeling results
showed that not only the efficient generations of active species (CH3, CH2, CH, H, O,
O(1D), etc.) in RF plasma but also the radical chain-propagation and radical recombination
were important for methane pyrolysis and oxidation. Time-evolution of radicals and
species concentrations showed that electronically excited, ionization and dissociation
processes were strongly dependent on the E/n value, the gas density and the electron
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concentrations. While the electrodes structure, the gas density and the reduced electric field
were fixed, both species selectivity and reactant conversion at the discharge termination
were modeled reasonably well in comparison with experiments. C2 selectivity was higher
than C3 in a factor of two. This was because the related radical formation and chain
propagation in the electron impact dissociation process had strong dependence on the
reduced electric field.
Further comparison of the measured and numerical predicted species concentrations in
RF plasma assisted methane pyrolysis and oxidation showed that the kinetic model captured the major trends of reactants (CH4 and O2) consumption and primary species
products, however, failed in accurately predicting the production of C2H2 and C3H4. This
discrepancy indicated that more quantitative measurements of the radical species including
CH3, CH2, CH, OH and H generated in the discharge are needed to provide validation
targets for the kinetic modeling.
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